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President’s
Message Newsletter
NCCPT
Holidays can be tough for
fitness professionals. Clients lose fo-

cus; it’s difficult to acquire new clients
which in turn, lowers your income,
while your own personal expenses
increase! You’re not alone. We all feel
it. Here’s what you can do.

Start thinking about 2014. We at the
NCCPT have a marketing tool to help
you acquire clients for the New Year.
It’s called the #NCCPTTransformMe
contest. You and a client can win $2500 in cash, plus additional
prizes.
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to be able to witness and judge the transformation.
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You must post photos of the client weekly, with a minimum
of six weeks to win. You can even do it from your phone. Text
“like NCCPT” to 32665.
There you have it. Use this as a marketing tool to recruit and
motivate clients. If you win, you’ll receive $1250, your client
receives $1250 and you both win additional prizes. Along the
way, we will bring you special offers on our Facebook page to
help your clients reach their fitness goals.

Here’s how it works:
-It’s FREE to enter.
-Enter as many clients as you want.
-The contest begins: January 1st and ends on March 31st, 2014

Our Featured Trainer is firefighter and personal trainer, Tom
Kelley. I’ve also included a race report from the Huntsman
World Senior Games where I won the best overall cyclist in
both road racing and mountain biking. What a year for racing.
I raced over 90 times in five countries and stood on the podium 30% of the time! I won a silver medal and a bronze medal
in the Master’s World Games in Torino, Italy and three gold
and two silver medals at the Master’s Pan American Games
in Guadalajara, Mexico! They say those who teach, can’t do. It
just goes to show you…..They’re wrong!

Go to https://www.facebook.com/NCCPT and each week post a
photo of your client with the hashtag, #NCCPTTransformMe.

Remember, extraordinary results come from extra ordinary
efforts!

Make sure the photo demonstrates the client’s physique. We want

HAPPY HOLIDAYS!

…the Gold Standard

NO MORE GUESSING!
Find out how many calories you really need every day!

Special Event!
SATURDAY

$49- In
itial Tes
t
$35- Re
test

DEC. 7th, 2013
8am- 12pm

@

Newbury Park Physical Therapy
2814 Camino Dos Rios Newbury Park CA

Used By:

NASA, NFL, NCAA, MLB
and most Health Clubs
Why?
This is the most accurate way to
calculate your body composition!

WHAT TO EXPECT:
§ You will be submerged for
about 5 seconds in clean,
warm and filtered water.
§ Bring a suit and towel for this
10 minute test.

Questions?

§ Includes a quick review of
your detailed 4-page report.

Linda Finley

Body Fat Test
805.205.5356
www.BodyFatTest.com

TEXT or CALL Linda (805) 205-5356. SIGN UP TODAY!
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HILL CLIMB – ROAD RACING
I’m no climber and this climb is really hard. It’s about
3.1 miles. The first mile isn’t bad, the second mile is
between 6-8%, but the last mile is between 10-12%.
Ouch!
This Senior Games is different than any other Senior Games in the other 49 states. Every other state
holds a 5k and 10k Time Trial and a 20k and a 40k
Road Race. Here, there are four different events: Hill
Climb, 40k Time Trial, Criterium and a Road Race.
They assign points to the first through sixth places.
The rider with the most points wins the Yellow Jersey
(Overall Winner). If two riders tie in points, the winner of the road race on the last day wins the overall
jersey.
It’s a picture perfect day. Probably 75-80 degrees and
clear blue skies. We race the hill climb up Snow Canyon. It’s lined with beautiful red rock formations. You
feel like you’re in a John Wayne movie. I get there
early and warm up. I always bring two bikes: the bike
I’m going to race on and the bike I’m going to warm
up with, on my stationary trainer. This way, if at the
last minute something goes wrong I’ve got a back
up bike. I put my lightest wheels (Zipp 202’s) and
pumped them to 140 psi. I hydrate, take my electrolytes, spray Kool N’ Fit over my legs. I did everything
right.

5-4-3-2-1…. I started in my small chain ring. I
pushed so hard I popped a wheelie out of the gate.
First mile felt pretty good. I actually thought it was
going to be a fast time….then the second mile hit. By
the time I got to 2.54 miles on my Garmin I was seriously considering taking up another sport like softball. At 2.88 miles, I thought I might have to get off
my bike and walk. As I crossed the line and stopped,
I could barely stand. I couldn’t lift my head and could
barely open my eyes for a good two or three minutes.
Charlie Palmer (no relation to Mark Palmer from the
Nevada games) started two minutes behind me caught
me at the line! So much for winning the gold. I end up
with the silver medal. I hate second!

40K TIME TRIAL
I arrive two hours before my start time. I get situated
and start to warm up. They’ve changed the course
from the previous two times I’ve raced here so have
no idea what to expect. It’s out and back – twice. As
I warm up I’m thinking “What a perfect day for a
time trial. It’s much cooler, cloudy and absolutely
no wind.” I spoke too soon. As I’m being held at the
start, a gust of wind comes up. The news said we were
going to get rain tonight which could be a problem for
tomorrows Criterium. The official says “here comes
the wind.” He wasn’t kidding. The course was up and
down with a bad cross wind. It was so windy that on
the descents I couldn’t stay on the arrow bars. It was

a real fight on the way out. On the way back I was
hitting 40-42 mph, but the cross winds were unnerving. I was in my 53x11 (my biggest gear) spinning at
111-112 rpm’s. Charlie Palmer once again passed me
at the turn around for the second half. This guy is so
strong. Now it’s really windy. I can only muster 16-19
mph in some sections. I’m in my big chain ring, but
in my longest cog on the back. Once again, I fly on
the way back but the wind is often so erratic it’s too
precarious to take my hands off my handle bars to
change gears. Jeez, I hate 40k time trials.
I end up second with another silver medal to Charlie
Palmer. He beat me by almost three minutes! I have to
beat him tomorrow or the overall jersey is lost.

CRITERIUM
Woke up to drizzle and it was cold. My race was at
2:15pm, which was the last race of the day. I was
hoping the weather would clear up by the time we had
to race. I got there an hour and fifteen minutes early
to warm up and get ready. I found Mark Palmer and
gave him my plan. Charlie is much stronger than me,
but I believe I’m quicker. The only way he can beat
me is if he attacks hard from a good distance and gets
a gap on me. I told Mark that I would do everything
I could to not lose his wheel and then come around
him. “Find my wheel on the last lap and you’ll be able
to come around us. I need you to beat Charlie today,

because I need him to finish two places behind me.”
It was very windy. I chose my lowest profile wheel
for the front and an American Classic 58 for the rear
wheel. Luckily, the rain had stopped and the sun
started poking through! The course was an oval on
an airstrip of an old airport at the top of a bluff. The
crosswind was so strong that on one side of the course
you had to ride sideways. Because of the looming
clouds and strong winds, the official gave us an option
to decrease the duration of the race from 45 minutes
to 30 minutes, but it had to be unanimously agreed
upon by all the racers. Lorin Ronnow and Charlie
Palmer voted no, so, 45 minutes it was. The lap was
a little over 1.2 miles around. On lap two, a younger
racer attacks. There’s too much time to let it go and
he wasn’t in my category so I didn’t chase. I had to
win today. No one else went so he got a nice gap. The
race was fairly uneventful, with Charlie and I doing
most of the work. We got close to the leader a few
times, but Charlie wants to win to secure his victory
for the overall winner and I needed to win otherwise
the overall was lost. With two laps to go, I found
Mark and pointed at my back wheel. Last lap and I’m
right where I need to be—on Charlie’s wheel. With
about 500 to 600 meters to go, Charlie goes….and he
goes so hard I can barely hold his wheel…..I have to
close the gap! I have to get the wheel. Lorin goes hard
on the right. He looks like he’s gaining on Charlie.
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They’re in a drag to
the finish. I made it to
Charlie’s wheel, recovered
for a split second, shifted down and
gunned it hard. All the track racing paid off.
Afterburners kicked in and I say goodbye to them
both to win by a few bike lengths for the gold!
Whew….Charlie gets second for the silver medal
which means he has 27 points and I have 24 points.
Unless Charlie doesn’t finish the race tomorrow or he
somehow finishes two places down from me, my only
hope for the overall is to win the race. If he wins the
silver; the tie breaker is the best place finisher in the
road race.

ROAD RACE
Last night I went to dinner with Steve Moss, Lorin
and Bev Ronnow at Buca di Beppo for some carb
loading. Its now 7:30 am and 44 degrees outside;
brisk to say the least. It’s a picture perfect day; sunny with not a cloud in the sky. Lorin comes by and
discusses the race. “I think its best we keep this
younger racer from getting away (he won the crit the
day) before the wall, so if we get dropped, any leader
won’t have him to work with.” I totally agreed. The
“wall” is a very steep climb about 15 miles into the
race where the attacks always come. It’s still quite
a distance to the finish, but that’s where the breakaways form. I was very concerned about the wall; I
got dropped there the last time I competed in 2010
and didn’t medal. Whoever gets to the top of that wall
usually wins.
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Our race starts at 9 am.
Its 64 degrees now. Perfect weather… I’ve got arm
warmers on. Off we go. The course has about six
or seven short steep climbs and three of four cattle
guards before the wall. The younger racer is strong.
He attacks on almost every steep hill. Each time he
gets a gap, but each time we bring him back. On one
particularly longer hill only Lorin can stay with him
but eventually, he gets dropped. I can see the wall approaching to the right, cutting into the mountain. The
leader has about 20 seconds on us as we make that
right hand turn to the wall. No one attacks but they lift
the pace. I’m trying……. but I come unglued. Shoot!
The overall award is riding away from me! I don’t
panic. I just keep my pace. I’m going as hard as I can
go. Not only is Charlie and Lorin dropping me but
there’s four or five racers dropping me as well! When
I crest the wall I can see the young racer, Charlie and
Lorin a ways ahead but there were still four racers
pretty close. I bridge up to them and say “let’s work
together.” We do, but after a few pulls its evident they
aren’t recovered so I’m doing most of the pulling.
I can see the three leaders down the road but we’re
not getting any closer. It’s rollers for a while and the
distance remains the same between us and the leaders.
We come to a long hill. It seems longer than the wall
but not as steep. The leaders come sharper into focus.
We must be getting closer! Nah…it’s just them slowing to get over the hill. As we get to the hill, I feel like
this is my chance. I lift the pace but no one can match
me so I’m on my own. The leaders are still on the hill
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I give it everything
I can muster to bridge up to them. If they get
over that hill without me I’ll be in no man’s land.
That’s exactly what happens. I don’t make it. They’re
screaming down the hill and I’m alone. I’m not giving
up…… I do my best but they’re getting further away.
To my good fortune, Steve Moss bridges up to me.
We began a two-man time trial. He’s pulling hard on
the down hills and I’m pulling hard on the uphills.
At one point, I’m so anaerobic that I overlap his back
wheel and almost eat it! Jeesh, better wake up! Up
ahead we can see them. At some points we seem to
be getting closer and then other times they seem to
be getting further away. The course is rollers until we
make a right hand turn down Snow Canyon (the hill
we climbed three days before). We had to get to them
before that right turn! As we approached the right
turn the leaders were nowhere in sight. Bummer……
Luckily for me, Steve is a mountain biker and is fearless on the descents. We careen down Snow Canyon.
He would gun it and I would tuck until he lost momentum. -- I would gun it until I lost momentum and
then he would go. There was a little bit of headwind,
so without another guy I wouldn’t have been able to
keep up the speed. At the bottom of the canyon there
is another right hand turn which is a straight drag to
the finish line. I can’t believe it, I can see the leaders. We catch them about 20 meters from the corner!
Unbelievable!
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There’s five of us now. I’ve got to win this race. Closer and closer we get to the finish. Four of us are in the
same category. All the young guy has to do is finish
and he wins the gold. But, he’s a bike racer and bike
racers like to race. He’s the first to attack on the left
of me. I pick it up, but he’s not important to me. Only
Charlie is important to me. Charlie lifts his speed but
he’s smart, he’s not concerned with him either. Lorin
attacks hard up the right which lights Charlie up.
Lorin gets a gap. He looks like he might be able to
take the win! Charlie lifts his speed and starts to close
the gap. I’m right where I need to be—on Charlie’s
wheel. The line is coming up fast. I click down and
surge as hard as I can. I win by a second! I can hear
Charlie behind me yell out something. He was pissed.
He beat Lorin but just lost the overall jersey. That’s
racing.
It’s been three years since I’ve been here. I’ve always
wanted to win the overall and just like that---I had
won it. I thanked Steve for all of his help. If it wasn’t
for him I would’ve never bridged to the leaders. You
can never give up.

MOUNTAIN BIKING - HILL
CLIMB
It’s been three years since I’ve competed here. In
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2010, I had the fastest time of the day in the hill climb
for the gold and won a silver medal in the downhill.
All I had to do was win the cross country and I was
the overall winner. I was 15 minutes ahead of the
closest racer to flat twice and then crash from the
third flat, forcing me to have to walk to the finish and
DNF! (Did Not Finish).
I was determined to not let this happen again. I had changed my tires
to “tubeless,” which means that if
I were to flat, the tire has a sealant
that will automatically seal the hole.
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and then race downhill. I like racing downhill a little
less then I like racing uphill. The course is gnarly.
There are a few spots that any normal person would
not even want to hike down, let alone ride a bike fast
down, but……it’s a race. St. George is very dry. It’s a
desert. The ground is made up of loose dirt, rocks and
shale. You have to be really careful in the corners to not lose your
“YOU’RE
front wheel. You can slide the back
wheel, but on a two-wheeler, if you
DOWNSO
lose the front, you’re pretty much
HILL THAT YOU
going down.

FLYING

FAST

HAVE NO TIME TO
CHANGE GEARS...”

I had problems sleeping on Friday. I
couldn’t believe I had won the overall. By the time I got to the course
to practice on Saturday, it was 2pm. I only wanted to
ride about an hour. I thought I could remember the
course, but after an hour and a half of riding a bunch
of steep hills I decided it would be best to go back
to where I started. I finally found the cross country
course. I guess the signs with the arrows were a dead
give-away! I rode the course once. I was getting tired.
I have no idea where the hill climb would be, but I
know it’s up hill. For some reason my gears weren’t
working correctly. I couldn’t get out of my big chainring. I had get that fixed, because the climbs were too
steep for the big chain ring. Got to a bike shop and
magically it was shifting correctly…………..Cycling…. so much can go wrong.
Took Sunday completely off. Got a massage and
rested.
Monday, the day of the race, I got to the course early.
It was crisp. Brought my road bike to warm up. We
got our pre-race meeting and off I went. 2.1 mile
climb. Mountain biking is so hard that at 1.6 miles
I was considering getting off of my bike. I was dying. Then it gets steeper! You’re just praying to see
someone on the top of the hill at the finish. Finally
it’s over. 14:50 and I have the fastest time of the day
for the gold medal. Robert Stumpus finishes only .09
seconds behind.

MOUNTAIN BIKING – DOWNHILL
After the uphill, we all wait until everyone finishes

I do my best. In the really steep
sections you can just manage your
slide. It’s so steep you can’t really
ride it and there’s no way you can
stop---you just have to manage the slide. The last half
mile is fairly straight – I cooked it there. Sharp left
hand turn and then a left hand bender. I get out of the
saddle and sprint the last 40 meters. Lost the gold by
17 seconds but saved the silver medal by only .02 seconds! I’ll take that. It just goes to show that you can
never let up. I’m in luck. Rick Morris won the gold
medal but only got the bronze in the hill climb which
means even if Robert who won silver in both races
wins tomorrow he still wouldn’t win the overall.

MOUNTAIN BIKING– CROSS
COUNTRY
The day of reckoning…….. I’ve been here before. It’s
my race to lose. I get there early and warm up. I’ve
got all my armor on. Knee brace for the left knee, ankle brace for my left ankle, shin guards for both shins,
elbow pads, shoulder pads and a thumb support for
the left thumb. I’m an orthopedic mess.
The course is a seven mile loop (more or less). It
starts out on a fire road for about ¾ of a mile and
then makes a left into single track. You don’t want to
race directly behind someone on a single track. For
one, you can’t see where you’re going. You have no
idea what line to pick and if the guy in front of you
is picking the right line. You also end up eating a lot
of dust and in St. George, getting hit by rocks. Plus,
it’s really difficult to pass someone on a single track.
I had to get to that left hand turn first! I did. He was
right on me though. He kept breathing down my neck
until we had a fairly sustained climb….then I got a
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gap. Completed the first lap in less than 30 minutes.
Hit the second lap alone. On the climb, I look back
and here comes Robert. This guy is coming up fast.
I can’t let up. My legs are hurting, so I start thinking
“I will not give in.” After a steep downhill, there is
an immediate right hand turn into a rock, river bed.
It is steep, rocky and very technical. You’re flying so
fast downhill that you have no time to change gears
from that turn; you have to shift before the turn. If my
shifting doesn’t work, I’ll be in some deep trouble.
It works! I’m going up these steps of rocks. In some
places it’s best to bunny hop them. I’m redlining….
But, “I will not give in.” The second lap I complete in
32 minutes. One more lap to go. As I head out from
the start/finish I can hear Robert’s daughter yelling
“C’mon Daddy!” He must be close. He’s persistent.
I have only one more lap. I’m going as hard as I can
go. Once again, after a sustained climb I look back
and there he is again! He’s coming. I careen downhill
to make the right-hander into the river bed and there’s
an older racer walking right in my way. There’s nowhere for me to go. I yell “on your left,” he doesn’t
hear me and actually goes left. I have to go into him
or ride over him. I grab him as I ride by with my right
hand and I don’t fall. Whew! I’m giving it everything
I’ve got now. I’m lapping more riders. Once out of
the river bed I’ve got some climbing to do, then some
more single track, the downhill from the downhill
course and I’m home free. I’m climbing…..my legs
are tired. It’s my 11th race in 10 days. As I get to the

GET CERTIFIED TODAY!

NCCPT
www.nccpt.com

800.778.6060
facebook.com/NCCPT
EDUCATE. MOTIVATE. ELEVATE.
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top of the climb I look back and guess who’s coming? Robert Stumpus! This guy is starting to piss me
off. I can’t make any mistakes. I’ve got to do some
single track now. I can see a tall rider climbing in
front of me. It looks like he’ll get to the single track
before me. That’s not good. I’m right behind him as
we enter the single track and I yell out “let me come
by.” He ignores me and now I’m stuck behind him.
I’m right on his back tire. He can feel my impatience
as we navigate the trail. He’s slowing me down! I’ve
got Robert on my tail and I can’t go! We get to a little
wider spot in the trail and he lets me pass. Yeah! I
make it to the downhill and I’m flying! No mistakes
now. I stay within my ability and control my last slide
down the gnarly section. I navigate the rocks, get to
the straight-away, look back and there’s no one in
sight!!!! Yeah…. Take it easy around the corners and
cruise over the finish for the win!
I did it. Overall winner in both Mountain Biking and
Road Racing. Not too soon either.
Robert finished just .50 seconds behind. It was a hard
race. My average heart rate for 1:34:35 was 93% of
my maximum heart rate.
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THOMAS
THOMASKELLY
KELLY
We’re always told to do the right thing: go to school,
make good grades, get a good job and don’t leave
it, because you never know if anything better will
come your way. For Thomas Kelly, his journey was
anything but conventional, proving that there is no
real roadmap towards a successful and satisfying
lifestyle.

Born and raised in Montreal, Canada, Thomas did
not enjoy being pinned down in the classroom, nor
in life. He was energetic, ambitious, determined
and was active in sports like football and hockey. In
high school alone, he was already 6 feet tall 200lb
and competing in bodybuilding contests. However,
the thrill and drive was not enough. At the age of
20, Thomas took on the risk of moving to the United
States, without a plan, a vision and not much to
sustain him financially. But little did he know that a
move to Florida would change the rest of his life.

Shortly after arriving in Miami, Thomas sustained
himself by renting sun-wear and beach chairs for
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For once in a long time, Thomas’s life began to
solidify. He continued to model, graced the cover of
Men’s Health Magazine several times, was featured in
Men’s Journal and continued to be a personal trainer
in the midst of these successes. And the more he
worked and trained, the more he understood his body.

NCCPT FEATURED TRAINER

By Hamed Hamad

NCCPT

hotels. Life was warm and sunny until August 21,
1992, when Hurricane Andrew hit Southern Florida
and destroyed countless of businesses, including
Thomas’s. Even though he was yet again without
a plan, Thomas did not mind “anything with a
challenge.”

After becoming a construction worker right after the
hurricane, Thomas stumbled on Ron Abeles, John
Platero’s cousin, who owned a fashion catalogue.
Ron’s business was and is still tailored and catered to
women, but Thomas’s good looks and physique got
him in as a feature model. As the modeling-career
progressed, Thomas’s life would change yet again
after moving to Los Angeles, where he met none
other, but John Platero.

John took Thomas under his wings, because he
knew how much Thomas enjoyed personal training,
thus seeing the potential behind that drive for health
and wellness. John struck a deal with Thomas: in
exchange for being a certified personal trainer, he
would have to help John put together classes for the
NCCPT and of course pass the exam, which he did.

It was not until his mid 30’s that Thomas felt
obliged to reevaluate his workouts. Instead of just
strength and weight training, his cardio regimen was
immediately taken to a higher level. It was a matter
of understanding his body and embracing the changes
that came with age and treating it right. To this day,
Thomas runs three times a week and uses what he
calls, “The push and pull method” for his workouts.
One day he’ll devote 40 minutes to the back and
biceps, while the next to chest and triceps, and never
underestimating the power of a healthy diet.
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In 2009, Thomas took that healthy lifestyle to another
level by becoming a firefighter. And there, his
coworkers ended up being his favorite clients. The
better Thomas felt, ate and looked at his age, the more
his fellow-firefighters wanted to do the same. To this
day, his philosophy is, “Get ready for a new lifestyle.”
From his story, Thomas Kelly is the epitome of
evolution, strength, risk and desire. And for every
obstacle or detour in life, there will come a time
where you will understand that everything does
happen for a reason. On behalf of the entire NCCPT,
we congratulate Thomas Kelly on being the Personal
Trainer of the Month and toast to health and wellness
at every age this holiday season.
For more information on Thomas Kelly, visit his
website at: www.tmkelly.com.

